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Abstract
© Medwell Journals, 2016.Hedging of risks arising in the implementation of leasing activity, it is
today one of the main problems faced by lessors. In the process of expansion of the amount of
risk will increase the market. One of the effective and innovative financial products to reduce
the credit risk of financial and credit institutions of leasing operations is an innovative leasing
option. Risks same supplier, in this case the overlap compensation which was paid to the lessor
at the conclusion of innovative leasing option, the risks of non-repayment of investment funds
on lease options is practically reduced to a minimum compared to the repurchase agreement.
For the use of his right to sell the leased object to the supplier, the lessor pays a lump-sum
award last but these costs he can pass on to the lessee and included in lease payments.
Proposed in this study an example of using the securities market instruments as a way to
reduce the risks will  allow to companies operating in the leasing market, expand business
scope, increase the efficiency and the number of transactions carried out at the expense of
funds raised in the stock market.
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